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    01. Blue And Lonesome (Walter Jacobs) - 8:23  02. Gibson Creek Shuffle (Robben Ford) -
3:43  03. My Time After Awhile (Geddins, Badger) - 3:40   04. Rest My Mind On Jesus (Robben
Ford) - 1:30  05. Reconsider Baby (Lowell Fulson) - 5:23  06. Black Night (Jesse Mae
Robinson) - 8:29  07. Wild Woman (Albert King) - 4:08  08. I Know What You're Putting Down
(Jordan, Allen) - 4:03  09. Live The Life I Love - 5:53  10.Tell Him I Was Flyin' - 3:27  11.The
Promise (John Coltrane) - 9:31    Robben Ford - Guitar, Vocals, Piano  Mark Ford - Harmonica
 Patrick Ford - Drums  Stanley Poplin – Bass  +  Michael Osborn - Rhythm Guitar (3)    

 

  

Recorded after the quartet had packed it in, their sole vinyl document inevitably left much to be
desired for anyone who'd witnessed their through-the-roof club appearances. Still, the
expressive opener, "Blue and Lonesome," manages to create a space of its own, avoiding
comparisons with Little Walter's original. Middle brother Robben's expressive vocals defy his 20
years, and his Bloomfield-inspired guitar playing is even more authoritative. Meanwhile
harmonica-playing Mark, only age 18, gives Butterfield a run for his money. A later CD reissue
gives a glimpse at the band's jazz leaning with a live rendition of John Coltrane's "The Promise."
--- Dan Forte, Rovi

  

 

  

In 1971, Patrick and Robben Ford decided it was time to leave Charlie Musselwhite's band and
start up their own unit. They called on long time friend Stan Poplin to join them on bass and the
youngest Ford brother Mark to play harp. This was a four piece blues band that was to have a
lasting impact on the modern blues scene and proved to be only the beginning of four solid and
successful careers. The band was named the Charles Ford Band after the father of the three
brothers, a man who had always been supportive of their musical ambitions.
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What is especially impressive about this band is that the oldest Patrick, was only 20, with
Robben and Stan being just 18, and Mark a mere 15 years of age. Also notable is the fact that
they came from a small lumber town in northern California called Ukiah, where blues music was
not something that one heard a lot of. The only blues they knew was that played by the English
bands like the Rolling Stones and the Animals. As children the Ford boys had been sung songs
from the country and blues tradition by their father and their mother, but it was the first Paul
Butterfield Blues Band LP, which arrived at the local music store by mistake, that changed their
lives and ignited their passion for the blues idiom. With the purchase of that record they began
searching out all the information on the blues idiom they could find, constantly buying new
recordings of artists like BB King, Muddy Waters, Howling Wolf, and more. They also began
making the 2 hour drive to San Francisco to attend concerts at the Fillmore to see the blues
artists like BB King, James Cotton, Buddy Guy, and others who were booked there.

  

Because the band did not come from one of the major blues centers their musical influences
had been very different and they did not mind using those other influences in their approach to
the idiom. During the course of gig you could expect them to be playing anything, from Muddy
Waters to Martha and the Vandellas to John Coltrane, but at the root of it all was their affinity for
the music of the blues masters.

  

Though the band was only together for about a year, during that time they received four serious
offers from record companies and began to create quite a stir on the West Coast. Just when the
band broke up they had been given an offer to record a Lp for Chess Records to be called
Muddy Waters presents the Charles Ford Band. Muddy had been so impressed by the band
when they had opened for him in San Francisco that he went back to Chicago and told them to
make the deal. Sadly, it came too late.

  

However, months later, Chris Strachwitz of Arhoolie Records called Patrick and offered to
record the band saying that something should be left behind for history. This led to the Arhoolie
title "The Charles Ford Band" released in 1972. It is considered a modern blues classic and still
sells to this day. --- bluerockit.com
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